Podcast 171: Ice Cream, Jelly And Jam Tarts
Written by Eddie Pearson
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This week Eddie is joined by Antony Murray . Antony usually pops up when there's a comedy
festival in the offing and this week is no exception tickets only £8
.
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The guys record the podcast an hour after our brilliant victory over Hearts and they take great
delight when discussing the performance. Straining to be heard over Eddie's increasingly
decrepit computer droning away in the background the topics include the performance of
Samaras, the potential within the side and the importance of being on the post at corners. Next
the guys look into their crystal balls and picture a place beyond sight and sound - a place where
Rangers no longer exist. What would it look like? Would Scottish football survive? And why
would we all want to join golf clubs?

Finally they discuss the forthcoming game against ICT and wonder just how many goals we will
put past them.

And as if that's not enough, The Human Torpedo returns along with Mogwai for another tale
from the Celtic wiki -"Jimmy The Gent."

The feed for the podcast can be found here . Remember you can subscribe via itunes here .

{mp3remote}http://traffic.libsyn.com/celticunderground/cu171.mp3{/mp3remote}

You can listen to and download the latest podcast here .

The feed for the podcast can be found here . Remember you can subscribe via itunes here .
Imagine there's no Rangers - it's easy if you try.

To get in touch with us regarding any comments, suggestions, criticisms or wildly inaccurate
rumours you'd like to see addressed on the next podcast, or if you'd like to contribute with an
mp3 you can email , leave your comments below or phone the hotline on 0141 416 1067.
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